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In this study, we investigated the influence of relative humidity (RH) and loading rate on

the energy response of PA6.6 matrix specimens. The latter were subjected to oligocyclic
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1. Introduction

Energy analysis regarding deformation mechanisms is
of particular interest in the mechanics of materials. It pro-
vides useful guidelines for improving constitutive material
models. A constitutive model correctly describing defor-
mation mechanisms should also properly predict the
amounts of stored and dissipated energy, as well as the
ranges of the thermomechanical coupling heat sources.
Stored energy stands for the internal energy variations
associated with the material microstructural changes,
while dissipated energy highlights the nature and intensity
of irreversibility accompanying deformation. Coupling heat
sources overlap with dissipation and reflect possible in-
teractions between the microstructural and hygro-thermo-
mechanical states of the material.
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Some interesting (historical) surveys on specific aspects
of the energy behavior can be found in the literature [1]).
The most significant developments that have taken place in
the assessment and interpretation of stored vs. dissipated
energy and coupling heat sources have relied closely on
calorimetric procedures. From an experimental standpoint,
as the stored energy is not directly accessible, an indirect
way to estimate these internal energy variations using
thermal data is often proposed. Most research has been
focused on temperature rise measurements to estimate
variations in stored and/or dissipated energy using
different experimental equipment, ranging from embedded
thermocouples, microcalorimeters to infrared detectors
[2e10]. With IR thermal data, the heat diffusion equation is
now widely used to estimate dissipated heat locally
involved during deformation process [11,12e15].

For standard (homogeneous) mechanical tests, defor-
mation energy assessments can be conventionally carried
out using stress and strain signals. Both heat and defor-
mation energy assessments can then be combined to esti-
mate the stored energy, thus establishing complete energy
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balances. More recently, for uniaxial tests on thin flat
specimens, full field kinematic measurements by digital
image correlation were used to estimate distributions of
strain and stress within a sample gage part, with the stress
fields being derived from kinematic data via momentum
equations [16]. From a calorimetric standpoint, the devel-
opment of infrared measurement techniques has also
enabled reliable measurement of temperature fields on the
specimen surface. The use of temperature fields provides
an opportunity to observe thermal signatures of multiple
and combined physical phenomena occurring during
deformation processes [17]. However, temperature varia-
tions are not totally intrinsic to the material behavior, i.e.
they depend on the heat source intensity and distribution,
as well as the diffusion properties and thermal boundary
conditions. Heat sources can be derived from thermal data
by estimating differential operators of the heat diffusion
equation [18,19]. As the only thermal information provided
by an IR camera is in-plane temperature fields, several
regularizations and assumptions about the heat source
distribution have been formulated to make heat diffusion
models operational. Many simplified formulations are now
available to deal with heat source assessments. Hypotheses
put forward to assess heat sources were recently summa-
rized in [15] for the PA6.6 energy behavior analysis.

Indeed, this study is right in line with previous studies
on dry and humid PA6.6 specimens [20]. The studies dealt
with the influence of relative humidity and loading fre-
quency on the mechanical and thermal responses. The goal
is now to achieve energy balances under different hygro-
mechanical loading conditions. After a brief description of
the thermomechanical background and experimental pro-
tocol, we discuss the energy behavior of PA6.6 specimens
under different mechanical loadings. We thus documented
and analyzed the complete energy balances associated
with different fatigue tests, as well as the contribution of
the mean stored energy rate per cycle. The paper ends with
a discussion on many different findings noted during this
exploratory work.
2. Thermodynamic aspects

The deformation energy W def developed during mate-
rial deformation can be split into the elastic W e and
anelastic energiesW an, where W an is both stored W s and
dissipatedW d. This deformation energy reads:

W def ¼ W e þW s þW d (1)

The quantification of these energies (e.g. deformation,
dissipated and stored) involved during thermomechanical
deformation of polymeric materials is of substantial inter-
est to gain further insight into fatigue mechanisms. Deter-
mining the proportions of dissipated and stored
deformation energy is, as already mentioned, of particular
interest. Dissipated energy reflects the irreversibility that
accompanies the fatigue process, whereas the stored en-
ergy quantifies internal energy variations induced by
microstructural transformations. Note that this stored en-
ergy may be released during possible unloading or resto-
ration processes.
The heat diffusion equation is essential for estimating
heat source fields. To estimate these heat sources and carry
up quantitative analysis, the thermodynamics of irreversible
processes (TIP) framework was adopted [21]. In this ther-
modynamic context, the complete local expression of the
heat diffusion equation can be directly obtained as follows:
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where T and ε are, respectively, the absolute temperature
and strain tensor, whereas ak (k ¼ 1,…,N) represents the N
internal state variables, pooled in vector a and introduced
to describe the microstructural state. The material con-
stants r, k and Cε,a are the material density, the heat con-
duction tensor and the specific heat at constant ε and ak.
The state function j represents the specific Helmholtz free
energy and re is the heat supply term characterizing a
volume heat exchange with the surroundings. TheD 1 term
stands for the mechanical intrinsic dissipation and W 0

c for
the possible thermomechanical coupling sources. Note that
the nonstandard notation (.)

0
specifies that (.) is path-

dependent. When W 0
c represents the thermomechanical

coupling source, then this energy is not a state function.
Since the experimental data provided by infrared cam-

eras are 2D temperature maps, it could be relevant to reduce
the above 3D expression of the heat diffusion equation to at
least a 2D diffusion problem before assessing the different
heat sources. To do so, a set of assumptions was taken into
account in order to draw up simplified heat diffusionmodels
describing heat transfers between loaded specimens and the
surroundings [18]. The simplification was based on an
average of the 3D heat diffusion equation over one (thick-
ness) or two (thickness and width) directions. In the
important case of quasi-homogenous tests, if a uniform
distribution of heat sources can sometimes be reasonably
assumed, a 0D formulation of the heat diffusion equation
could be proposed [18]. The diffusion equation then be-
comes a simple differential equation corresponding to the
first eigen function of the spectral solution of the 3D heat
diffusion model. Naturally, the choice of such simplified
models highly depends on the type of experimental inves-
tigation. The 2D diffusion model is preferable for highly
heterogeneous situations. The 1D diffusion model may be
sufficient when heat sources are uniformly distributed over
each cross-section of the specimen. In the following, we
chose the 0D formulation that is less sensitive to thermal
noise and less time consuming in terms of heat source
computation. As already underlined, this approach is well
adapted to (quasi) homogeneous tests when rapid experi-
mental estimates of heat sources are required. The simpli-
fied 0D model is given by the following expression:
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where q¼ T� To is the temperature variation averaged over
the volume element under investigation (with To denoting
the initial temperature field), t0dth is a time constant char-
acterizing overall heat exchanges between this volume
element and the surroundings. On the right hand side of Eq.
3, we find the mean intrinsic mechanical dissipation D 1

and thermomechanical coupling sourcesW 0
c averaged over

the same volume element.

3. Experimental set-up and procedures

3.1. Material and loadings

The polymer investigated in this study was the poly-
amide 6.6 matrix manufactured by Solvay Engineering
Polyamides. Test samples were 100 � 20 mm in length and
width and 3.14 mm in thickness (see Fig. 1 (a)). Three
relative moisture levels were considered: RH0 (dry-as-
molded specimens), RH50 (i.e. 50% relative humidity), and
RH80. All specimens were sealed prior to testing to main-
tain and provide a controlled uniform humidity.

Cyclic uniaxial tensile-tensile tests were carried out
using aMTS 810 hydraulic testingmachine equipped with a
± 25 kN load cell. All experiments were conducted at room
temperature (23 �C). The cyclic tensile-tensile loads were
carried out under a stress ratio Rs of 0.1, where Rs ¼ smin/
smax. The loading frequencies were l 1 Hz and 10 Hz, while
the number of cycles was set at 104. The studied cyclic
mechanical loading is illustrated in Fig. 1 (b).
3.2. Temperature field measurement procedure

Infrared thermography is a convenient non-contact im-
aging technique that uses an infrared sensor to visualize and
estimate temperature fields on material surfaces. The prin-
ciple of the technique is based on use of the intensity and
wavelength of radiation emitted by the loaded material to
measure its surface temperature according to Planck's law.

The infrared thermal imaging system used for thermo-
graphic measurement was a CEDIP Jade camera cooled by a
Stirling cooler. This contained an InSb detector which is
sensitive to infrared radiation in the 3e5mm wavelength
range. The camera was equipped with a 25mm lens and
positioned on a tripod approximately 0.5 m from the
specimen surface. We decided to operate the detector with
a 160 � 128 pixel window size, 29mm pixel size and 1800ms
integration time. The frame rate of camera was set at ten
a b

Fig. 1. (a) Shape of the specimens used for the experiments (all dimensions are in m
times the loading frequency to obtain enough sampled data
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio using local least-
squares approximation. Thus, the loading frequency was
set at 1Hz (resp. 10 Hz) and the frame rate was set at 10
frames (resp. 100 frames) per second.

During the experiments, several factors complicated
measurement of the surface temperature of the investi-
gated materials. Several experimental precautions were
thus taken to overcome these difficulties. Readers inter-
ested in these tricky metrological aspects are referred to
the first part of this work [20].

Even although these precautions were taken, the
measured data were not necessarily quantitative and the
true temperature value could not be derived directly. An
appropriate calibration protocol was thus conducted to
determine the reliable temperature values. This allowed
conversion of the thermal radiation digitized by the
infrared camera into temperature using pixel calibration
functions [22]. This pixel protocol was based on a poly-
nomial fitting of the digital levels D L ðm;nÞ, delivered by
each individual detector element (m,n) using a black body
with a uniform high emissivity coating, maintained at cold
and hot temperatures T(m,n). The measurement accuracy
could thus be assessed for each pixel individually in the
resulting image.

Tðm;nÞ ¼
Xdf
k¼0

8ðm;nÞkD L k
ðm;nÞ (4)

where df denotes the degree of the polynomial fitting
function and 8ðm;nÞk are coefficients of the calibration law for
the element (m,n). These coefficients were derived from
least squares fitting approximations.

Two bad pixel detection criteria were used. The first
consisted of the elimination of pixels whose response
predicted by the polynomial fitting T(m,n) was far from the
ordered temperature of the used black body Tbb, whereas
the thermal response of the second eliminated pixels was
too far from the calculated average temperature
throughout the detector Tav. In agreement with the fore-
going, both criteria were written as:��Tðm;nÞ � Tbb

�� � dT1;
��Tðm;nÞ � Tav

�� � dT2 (5)

where dT1 and dT2 were respectively the threshold values of
the first and second criteria.

The room temperature was taken into account by
recording the temperature data of an unloaded specimen
illimeters). (b) Diagram of the mechanical loading used in the experiments.



(dummy) kept nearby the test specimen. The temperature
images were then acquired using Altair software and stored
on a computer hard drive. A local least-square fitting
method using an optimized approximation function set
was developed to filter the IR images from the noise [18].

4. Experimental results

4.1. Energy balances during oligocyclic fatigue tests

The energy responses of the cyclic thermomechanical
behavior of the PA6.6matrix are shown and discussed in this
section. We focused only on the 3 selected hygro-thermal
states (relative humidity: RH0, RH50 and RH80), 2 loading
rates (fL¼ 1 and10Hz) and2 stress levels (highand low levels
withRs¼ 0.1). In each case, the energy balancewas drawnup
and the correspondingmeanvalues of the storedenergy ratio
(i.e. the Taylor-Quinney coefficient) were computed.

The deformation energy rate averaged over the specimen
gage part and over a complete cycle ~W

0
def was computed, as

well as the mean stored energy rate ~W
0
s and the mean

dissipation ~D 1. The mean elastic energy rate over a cycle
~W

0
e was neglected. All energies were computed using

selected experimental data. The mechanical energy rate per
cycle ~W

0
def was estimated using the following expression:

~W
0
def ¼

fLr
V g

I
cycle

F dl (6)

where F and l are, respectively, the applied force (given by
the load cell signal) and the current length of the specimen
gage part (given by an optical extensometer), andV g is the
volume of the gage area. r represents a geometrical ratio
characteristic of the specimen. This ratio connects the
global mechanical response to the local one based on the
hypothesis that the deformation process gives a homoge-
neous stress state over each cross-section. This was defined
and computed using the following definition:

r ¼
Z�Lo

2

�Lo
2

l�1ðyÞ dy
, Z�L

2

�L
2

l�1ðyÞ dy (7)

where Lo denotes the length of the gauge section, L repre-
sents the length of the deformed sample and l(y) stands for
the width of the specimen at the longitudinal coordinate y.

The mean dissipation heat source ~D 1 values were
derived from the integrated form of the heat equation over
the considered gage part (see. Eq. 3). This mean dissipation,
averaged over one complete cycle and divided by rC, was
computed using the following expression:

~D 1

rC
¼ fL

Zqf�1
L

ðq�1Þf�1
L

〈D 1〉
rC

dt (8)

where q stands for the cycle number.
This dissipative termwas determined by estimating the

derivative operator in Eq. 3 using IR thermal data. The noise
component was eliminated from the data system record
using local polynomial fitting functions based on least
square techniques [11]. These fitting methods were essen-
tial to compute reliable estimates of dissipative heat sour-
ces but they are time-consuming and tricky to use [23].

The energy balance was first achieved for the 10 Hz
loading frequency. All thermomechanical data were con-
verted and used to compute and plot the energies in Fig. 2
(a-b-c). The dark curve corresponds to the mean defor-
mation energy rate per cycle, the green curve represents
the stored energy rate per cycle and the red curve indicates
the mean intrinsic dissipation per cycle. All energies were
plotted as a function of the cycle number. Note that the heat
sources were divided by rC, and thus expressed in �C.s�1.
This operation enabled us to define, for each energy, an
equivalent heating rate to facilitate the comparison be-
tween dissipative and stored energy rates.

� For a dry-as-molded matrix (RH0), a substantial part of
the mean stored energy rate per cycle is shown in Fig. 2
(a). The corresponding Taylor-Quinney ratio at the end of
the test has a mean value of about 75%. For RH50 and
RH80, the results indicated in Fig. 2 (b-c) show that the
energy storage decreased at the beginning of the cyclic
loading and stabilized gradually at about 50% after
around 2500 cycles. The comparison between energy
balances for dry-as-molded and conditioned specimens
indicated that, for a certain relative humidity threshold,
the energy responses were no longer modified by the
change in water content, as shown for both conditioned
specimen experiments (RH50 and RH80). For RH50
specimens, the mean intrinsic dissipation increased at
the beginning of loading and then stabilized after the
first few cycles, with a ratio close to 50% (see. Fig. 2 (b)).
This ratio had approximately the same values for speci-
mens conditioned at RH80 (see. Fig. 2 (c)). These results
confirmed and further emphasized the storage character
of PA6.6 drymatrices at high loading rates [10]. However,
for RH50 and RH80 specimens, the mean deformation
energy rate per cycle was evenly stored and dissipated.

� In the case of low loading frequencies (fL ¼ 1 Hz), the
dissipated and stored ratio trend changed completely, as it
is outlined in Fig. 2 (d-e-f). In everycase, themean intrinsic
dissipationper cycle becamepredominant comparedwith
the stored energy rate. It started increasing suddenly at
the beginning of loading and then stabilized after the first
few hundreds of cycles, with a ratio of 90% for RH50 (see.
Fig. 2 (e)) and 82% for RH80 (see. Fig. 2 (f)). Conversely, the
total stored energy rate per cycle decreased during the
first 500 cycles and then started to stabilize at around a
ratio of 10% and 18%, respectively, for both conditioned
specimens. These findings are in agreement with those
obtained in [10],where the intrinsic dissipated energy rate
per cycle was significantly greater (73%) than the stored
energy rate per cycle for dry PA6.6 specimens subjected to
a 1 Hz loading frequency.
4.2. Influence of the stress range on the energy rate balance
form

So far, all aspects of the material energy response have
been discussed while taking the loading frequency and
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Fig. 2. Energy rate balances associated with cyclic tests performed on the PA6.6 matrix (a) RH0/10Hz, (b) RH50/10Hz, (c) RH80/10Hz, (d) RH0/1Hz, (e) RH50/1Hz
and (f) RH80/1Hz, showing the effects of relative humidity and loading rate. The load ratio was Rs ¼ 0.1. The geometrical ratio was r ¼ 0.437 and the volume of the
observed gauge area was Vg ¼ 753 mm3.
water content into account. More attention could also be
paid to the kinetics of the energy behavior of the PA6.6
matrix as a function of the stress range. It is essential to be
able to apply PA6.6 to industrial applications under com-
plex stress conditions and this issue has to be addressed.
Hereafter, two stress ranges (“high” and “low” stress
ranges) are considered for the same stress ratio Rs ¼ 0.1.
The results in Fig. 3 show time courses of the energy rate
balance associated with dry polyamide 6.6 subjected to
both cyclic stress loadings: a high stress range (Fig. 3 (a))
and a low stress range (Fig. 3 (b)), for a 10 Hz loading
frequency.

� These results indicate that the storage character of the
PA6.6matrix varied slightly with the stress level. For low
stress levels, the stored ratio stabilized at around 75%,
contrary to the high stress levels whose stored ratio
saved approximately 86%. In both instances, the stored
energy rate per cycle prevailed over the mean intrinsic
dissipation per cycle. It decreased at the beginning of
loading, with an increase in the number of cycles, and
then stabilized after enough cycles, i.e. 4000 cycles. It
can be concluded that the energy storage remained high
even for low stress levels with dry PA6.6 matrix speci-
mens. This storage may correspond to microstructural
changes (e.g. internal energy variation) and could lead
to slow but regular material degradation.
4.3. Comparative analysis of the energy rate terms

A comparative presentation of energy rate values in dry-
as-molded and conditioned specimens is given hereafter.
The data presented in Fig. 4 show the mean intrinsic
dissipation values per cycle (Fig. 4 (a)), the stored energy
rate per cycle (Fig. 4 (b)) and the hysteresis loop area (Fig. 4
(c)), respectively.

It can be inferred that the increase in relative humidity
led to an increase in the dissipation, and the stored and
deformation energy rates per cycle. The mean stored en-
ergy rates and mean intrinsic dissipations were markedly
higher for humid specimens compared with those of dry-
as-molded specimens. Indeed, the stored energy rates for
humid specimens were twentyfold higher than those of
dry-as-molded specimens. The same trend was noted for
the mean intrinsic dissipation and the mean deformation
energy rate per cycle. Both of these energy rates had values
of around 0.25 �C.s�1, 0.5 �C.s�1 for RH80, and 0.27 �C.s�1,
0.55 �C.s�1 for RH50, respectively. However, for dry-as-
molded specimens, the values were 0.015 �C.s�1 and
0.023 �C.s�1.

5. Concluding comments

In this paper, we analyzed the influence of the relative
humidity, loading rate and stress level on the energy
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Fig. 3. The energy rate balances associated with cyclic tests performed on the dry PA6.6 matrix for two different stress ranges (a) RH0/10Hz/High stress range, (b)
RH50/10Hz/Low stress range. The load ratio was Rs ¼ 0.1. The geometrical ratio was r ¼ 0.437 and the volume of the observed gauge area was Vg ¼ 753 mm3.
behavior of semi-crystalline PA6.6 matrix. It was found that
the relative humidity conditions and the loading frequency
completely affected the form and kinetics of the energy rate
balance. Regarding the humidity effects, although roughly
50% of stored energy was obtained for both preconditioned
RH50 and RH80 specimens at high loading rates, the dry-
as-molded specimen indicated a mean stored energy rate
per cycle of approximately 70% of the deformation energy.
The comparison between energy balances for dry as-
molded and humid specimens suggested that for a certain
relative humidity level, the energy responses were only
slightly modified by the change in water content. Also, the
loading frequency seemed to have a marked influence on
the energy rate balance kinetics. Investigations on energy
stored during deformation indicated that the stored ratio
was significantly lower at low loading rates but remained
high at high loading rates. These considerations are
important regarding the inclusion of energy balance ki-
netics in constitutive PA6.6 matrix models. The insight that
the stored energy can provide concerning structural
changes due to the deformation mechanisms has to be
Fig. 4. Time courses of (a) the mean intrinsic dissipation per cycle, (b) the stored ene
RH50 and RH80 conditioned specimens subjected to a 10 Hz loading frequency an
enhanced. The next crucial question that needs to be
addressed is: does the stored energy have a permanent
character? In other words, is it released or partly released
after unloading? If so, what does this phenomenon so far
imply in terms of modeling elements?

Regarding the industrial applications of this work,
further experiments are currently under way to gain
further insight into these energy effects, especially in fiber-
reinforced polymeric materials in which the fiber orienta-
tion effect has to be explored. These future investigations
should also assess the role of humidity on the cyclic
behavior of these composite materials compared with the
role of temperature, as both effects (humidity and tem-
perature) prompt an increase in the molecular mobility of
the PA6.6 matrix.
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